Dear Watching Saints:

One of the things I value highly is our Lord’s creativity and how the Spirit of God is able to communicate with so many people in so many ways. He is the one who formed and fashioned us, and best knows how our joy can be made complete. Therefore, I desire for each of you to grow in hearing the voice of the Lord and recognizing the signs He gives us each day to confirm His plans and purposes for us. Knowing His destiny for our lives brings great joy! The Lord desires for us to walk in paths of favor and experience the fullness of His blessing. That is why on Sunday morning Robert Heidler taught on The Favor of God: Positioned for Blessing! You can still watch the webcast replay through Saturday night.

How Are You Watching?
We are continuing to offer great training on Wednesdays at noon with our class on The Watchman Anointing. These short classes are very focused to help you learn to watch in a new way, and to receive an anointing to see in new ways. Join us today at noon when Janice Swinney will be teaching on “Wake Up and See!” This Kingdom Force Institute class will be available on replay through next Tuesday. Next week Keith Pierce will teach our final course in this Watchman series.

Watchman, What Do You See?
Last week, Pam sent us some new pictures from the Israel Prayer Garden. As you can see below, the almond trees are beginning to blossom! As Martin and Norma Sarvis recently shared in one of their Prayer Updates from Israel, the roots for “almond” and for “being watchfully alert” or “persevering” are the same in the Hebrew. Each year this bright and lovely blossoming of the almond blossoms serves as a reminder for us of God’s diligence in “watching over His word to perform it” (Jeremiah 1:11-12). In this month of celebrating Purim, do not allow the enemy to convince you that the Lord has forgotten you or is unable to perform what He has spoken to you!
Continue to Watch with Us!
We have many opportunities for you to “watch” with us each week. Find your time to join us, and begin to worship and watch in new ways!

- **Wednesdays at Noon … The Watchman Anointing Class** (live webcast and replay through Tuesday)
- **Thursday Mornings at 6:00 AM … “War Strategies for the Future”** led by Deborah DeGar and GZI Worship Team (live webcast and replay through Saturday)
- **Sunday Mornings at 7:30 AM … Corporate Prayer** led by Janice Swinney (live webcast and replay through Tuesday)
- **Sunday Mornings at 9 AM … Celebration Service** (live webcast and replay through Saturday)
- **Tuesday Mornings at 3 AM … Breaking of the Day Prayer Watch** led by Anne Tate (live webcast only)

Blessings,

*Chuck D. Pierce*

You can donate [online](#) to help support this ministry, or by calling our office at **1-888-965-1099** or **1-940-382-7231**. You can also postal mail your donation to **Glory of Zion, PO Box 1601, Denton TX 76202**.

---

**Key Resources to Help You Watch in a New Way!**
The Watchman and Watching! by Chuck Pierce, Robert & Linda Heidler, Anne Tate and LeAnn Squier

We have moved into a new season of watching. We are called to watch in a new way and to move differently than we have in the past. As Watchmen, it is important to know the sphere of authority in which we are called to operate. New tools are being given to those who watch, in order to be able to watch more effectively. Whether you have moved in a watchman gifting for years, or are just discovering you have a watchman gifting, this Center for Advancement class will aid you in gaining a better understanding of how the watching gift develops and operates and what you are to watch for and over. Sessions include:

- The Watchman Anointing: Standing Guard Over Your Inheritance!
- What to Look for to Get Into Your Cycle of Blessing!
- Women as Watchmen!
- How the Watchman Gifting Develops and Operates!
- Watching at the Gate in Your Sphere of Authority!

Also included in this set is a sovereign time of dedication in the Israel Prayer Garden with Apostle Jay Swallow. The Native American seeds he brought for the Israel Prayer Garden were such a sign of how our seed and watching is connected with Israel.

SPECIAL: $30 (regularly $40) for CD or DVD set

Becoming Harvest Watchmen: Understanding and Prevailing in the Prayer Watch by Chuck Pierce, Robert Heidler, Linda Heidler, Lindy Heidler and Anne Tate

If ever we have entered a time for the need to watch, that time is now! This unique Issachar School course provides teaching on the prayer watches, as well as how to break through in each of the night watches. So many believers are faithfully praying during the night, and the sessions from this course will help you identify the most strategic time to seek the Lord. Two demonstrated prayer watches are also included in the course set. Some of the topics covered in this class are:

- When the Glory Comes Down
- Transformed by the Presence
- The Prayer that Brings His Presence
- A Time to Watch and See!
- Perceive

SPECIAL: $49 (regularly $99) for CD or DVD set

A Time to Advance by Chuck D. Pierce with Robert & Linda Heidler
This is a book of redemptive purpose! After several years in the making, our book on understanding the tribes and months is now available! *A Time to Advance*, by Chuck Pierce, with Robert & Linda Heidler, will help you understand how God, from the past, develops His whole conquering army for today. You will also gain understanding on how each part moves together, as well as the redemptive quality of God's covenant plan for Israel. This will help ground you on how we are grafted into a movement in days ahead. As you learn to think like God thinks and study the *Hebrew tribes and months*, you will receive prophetic understanding of how the Lord orders your steps throughout the year. You will also see your place in God's next Triumphant Reserve that is rising in the Earth today.

**Special: $13** (regularly $15)

*Blessing or Curse: You Can Choose* by Derek Prince

Why do some people seem to have everything handed to them on a silver platter while others seem to struggle for everything with constant misfortune coming on them? Derek Prince reveals two powerful forces that are at work in every life. He shows how curses, frequently from a previous generation, can overshadow our lives. Prince helps you recognize and break free from any curse that might be on your life and learn to walk in the power of God’s blessings.

($11)

These and many other resources are available by going to [www.gloryofzion.org](http://www.gloryofzion.org) or by calling *(888) 965-1099* or *(940) 382-7231*. **Specials are good through March 15, 2013.**